
Terms and conditions Gungsul Academy USC 2021/2022 

1.     Opening times: every week on Sunday from 17:15 - 18:45 in the gym at USC Universum 
(Science park) See 6 for exceptions and more info. 

2.     Monthly contribution is a set price per month, not per separate classes (see prices at 
16). Price is lower if you use your own arrows, bow and equipment. Price is also lower if 
you pay per 3 months. 

3.     Every week is free shooting/training. There will be an instructor present at every 
training to help with your progress. Once every 4/5/6 weeks there is a class where we 
will train a certain specific element. These classes are part of the Gungsul Academy. 

4.     Before joining, it is mandatory to follow the archery course given at USC on sunday 
19:00 - 20:30 (4 times each year) OR to have at least 1 year of experience during the 
normal classes of Kumdo/Archery. 

5.     Our main focus of shooting is Korean style with the thumb grip. The use of a horse bow 
is mandatory. However, some classes we will be training Turkish or Mediterranean style. 
These are the Gungsul Academy classes and not free training/shooting. 

6.     We rent our Dojang from USC. There is another class before ours from Sportmomentje 
with children. They rent it until 17:30 including clean up. The first 15 minutes we can 
come in and prepare/warmup while they are cleaning up. That also means if there is an 
USC wide event or something special, the classes could be dismissed. This will be 
communicated on time and the fee will be recalculated or compensated. No classes on 
National holidays like Christmas, New Year, Easter, COVID etc. (USC is closed then). 
These days will not be compensated. No classes during summer break, unless otherwise 
communicated (date/time may be different). 

7.     Always think of safety! Only cross the line after the “archers down” signal. Keep the 
arrows pointed to the target at all times. Never dry fire. Only nock your arrow if you’re 
on the line shooting. When done shooting, have the bow in your off hand, bow hook or 
on the side. Never use gear from someone else without permission. Not following these 
safety rules will follow up in an official warning. 

8.     Bows and equipment that we allow: Korean bow, Turkish bow, Mongolian bow, Horse 
bow (horse bows are not “set”; if you are unsure, bring the bow to see if it meets the 
requirements). Maximum draw weight is 45 pounds due to shooting indoors at 18~20 
meters. Arrows must be carbon arrows (due to splintering with wood or fiber) with a 
blunt tip (we never shoot sharp). No aiming or support devices on the bow allowed 
whatsoever. You are responsible for your own equipment so mark it with your name or 
a color. 



9.     Arrows break during class. If it was willingly broken by someone, talk it out with 
him/her. If you both can’t solve it talk to an instructor. We will not refund broken 
arrows. If it was sold by dojodendrijver, we will check if it falls under our warranty or 
not. 

10. If you are using your own equipment, we will check if it meets our requirements, as 
listed above. All equipment sold by dojodendrijver is always approved for the training. It 
is mandatory to wear a protective hand glove (bowhand glove). All other equipment is 
at your own choice. 

11. Instructors are: Dominic den Drijver (head instructor), Kelly Homborg, Michiel van der 
Meer and Bas de Hoogen. Instructors will wear recognizable t-shirts or apparel. 

13. If a student misbehaves/doesn’t follow up on corrections given by instructors 
repeatedly, their subscription will be withdrawn without refund. This is a last measure; 
you will be given at least 3 official warnings beforehand. 

14. Classes have to be paid before the 7th of the month. 

15. The amount of time and arrows you can shoot will depend on the people that are 
present. There will be 6 lanes to shoot, with a time frame of 1 hour and 50 minutes. No 
refunds will be given if you wanted to shoot more. If the class reaches more than 20 
people every week, we will talk with USC about a bigger space. 

16. Contribution fees are stated on the website at www.dojodendrijver.com/tarieven 

17. After 19:00 the archery course starts. Try to leave at a maximum of 18:55. 

18. Dojodendrijver uses Instagram and Facebook for promotional uses. You agree to be on 
the pictures posted there, unless you write in the form that you don’t want to be. 

19. Your personal data will be stored on a personal onedrive (micorsoft). Your personal data 
will not be shared with any other individuals or companies. Once in a while, a newsletter 
may be send. 

20. Archery gear can be bought at dojodendrijver and will be delivered during class. Contact 
Dominic about what you want or check koreanbowshop.com. 

21. Any questions may be sent to info@dojodendrijver.nl or +316 50 52 50 79 (Dominic) 

22. Terms and conditions may change. You will be notified personally if anything changes 
(through mail or in class or whatsapp group) / In case of COVID 19 some of these 
changes may happen the next week already.  

mailto:info@dojodendrijver.nl


23. we have a whatsapp group where information is provided. Being part of that group isn’t 
mandatory but you might miss on information. 

24. The Gungsul Academy trains a hybrid version of Korean Shooting. It is not mandatory to 
follow this style, but sometimes we teach parts of this style. Free shooting is not allowed 
then. A paper about the principles of Gungsul can be requested from Dominic. We aim 
to shoot practical but traditional.  

25. If any situation occurs that has not been listed in this article the instructor team (11) will 
make a decision at the moment it happens and have a meeting about it later on. 

 


